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An invitation to leave people and places 
better than when you found them.

Consultant 



Form

A bit about you

You’re hungry, humble and smart. 

You want to build on your business 
experience to date. But not just to learn, you 
want to experience the reality of being part 
of a team that accelerates the potential & 
impact of businesses.

You want to see what actually happens in 
board meetings and lead them, learn how 
sales are made and land some, understand 
what great hires look like and nurture them

Your solid grounding to date makes you 
confidant to share your knowledge to help 
others.

In the role you’ll learn from the team that 
have been there and have got the scars and 
stories.

You may want a shift in your career, you 
could have hit a glass ceiling, or you may 
just be looking for your tribe. Whatever the 
reason, this sounds like the right move.

Learn how to grow and scale 
businesses.



Form

Form

Form is a global strategy and leadership 
consultancy. 

We create spaces where leaders and their 
organisations are transformed through 
ground-breaking content, unique 
experiences and inspirational environments.

We are privileged to be trusted partners by 
some of the most dynamic creative, digital 
and technology companies around the 
world, including Crema, Orcha and &us.

Our team is made up of smart and 
compassionate individuals who thrive on 
delivering transformational client 
experiences. We are all committed to doing 
our best work at Form, stretching ourselves 
and others in the process.

Our delivery includes running global 
innovation study trips to cities including 
Berlin, Copenhagen & NYC, curating 
leadership retreats in rural Wales, and 
bespoke Consultancy, all focused on 
creating growth and impact for our clients.

A bit about us …

https://www.crema.us/
https://orchahealth.com/
https://andus.co/
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The opportunity

Day to day you’ll spend your time working 
with our team doing three things;
1. Winning new work
2. Curation/creation of content
3. Delivering the content to clients

You’ll be involved in all aspects of internal 
and external work. You’ll be encouraged to 
step into areas of contribution where 
appropriate.

Consultancy isn’t MacBook Pro’s and travel. 
Quite the opposite. There is a lot of time 
spent understanding what’s really 
happening, moving past the presenting 
issues and getting deep into the roots. Then 
crafting the solution to help the client 
achieve the change they are looking for. All 
whilst creating a fantastic customer 
experience.

The learning curve will be steep, but you’ll 
grow and flourish as your confidence and 
contribution increase.

You’ll be in the thick of it
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About you

At Form we have 4 values that shape the 
way we work. These are to: 
• Create Clarity
• Live Generously
• Believe in People
• Be Trusted Guides

If you cut us, they are at our core, and they’ll 
need to be at yours too. There is much more 
detail about these on our website, but you’ll 
already be able to recognise these at work 
in you.

You will be comfortable around people, 
starting conversations, leading workshops 
and presenting and will be able to grasp 
tools, models and processes quickly.

Your appetite for new models, tools and 
processes is matched by your ability to work 
with all kinds of people.

We don’t expect you to know everything, 
quite the opposite, we expect you to be a 
keen learner - to want to know and to want 
to understand.

You’re happy to say yes and 
figure it out.
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The role

This is as much about us being right for 
you, as it is you being right for us. 

— We imagine you’ve got 5+ years 
experience in the Digital, Creative or 
Tech industries

— We imagine that you’d need to travel a 
few days a month in the UK and 
occasionally in the EU or US

— You’ll get a company laptop & phone 
(yes, it is a Mac)

— You’ll get 22 days annual leave 
increasing over time

― We’re in the office 1-2 days a week in 
Liverpool, so we’d love you to be able 
to join in as much as is realistic 
depending on your location

— You can expect a competitive salary, 
health insurance and pension 
contributions

The details



Interested? 
–

@form_leadership

formleadership

@form_leadership

If you would like to explore this further, we would welcome 
your application including; your CV, a cover letter or video on 
what draws you to the role and the impact you will bring. 

Please visit the website to apply - form.studio/careers

All applications will be treated with the utmost confidence.

Form is on a mission to leave people and places better than when it 
found them. We are committed to equity, diversity and inclusion in our 
team and encourage all organisations we partner with to impact people, 
profit and the planet positively.

https://form.studio/careers/

